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The entry and exit touring development for
the Jia Lan Fishing Port

Y A Yeah, the summer break is finally here.  When a group of associates

are planning about where to have fun, suddenly Shiao-ming rec-

ommends why not having a few dives on the Green Island, which ev-

eryone motions unanimously, setting off to prepare the logistics.

On the day scheduled to visit the Green Island, everybody travels

gingerly by car traversing through the pristine and beautiful back moun-

Contributing toward developing the
maritime tourism, a Coast Guard
unit seizes the title
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tain of Taitung, enjoying the mountain and forestry scenery while

chatting, and soon arrive in Taitung’s Fu Gang fishing port without re-

alizing it.  The entourage of people being to arrive at the boat boarding

area carrying heavy luggage, readying to board the vessel heading for

the Green Island.  Right then, the PA system churns out, “Passengers

heading for Green Island please ready to board the vessel by gathering

at the boarding area”.  And when everybody is getting ready bypassing

the Jia Lan security inspection checkpoint, Shiao Ming suddenly yells

out, “Gee, it couldn’t be.  How come there are so many cars?  How are

we going to get there?”  The group of people has to duck the cars to get

to the boarding area.  After passing the treacherous roads in a little over

10 minutes’ time, the group of people finally arrives at the dock, where

there are already a lot of passengers queuing but no boat is in sight,

where everybody waits for the boat under the scorching sun.  Turning

up to look at the sky, the sun shines, but there is no awning for sun

shade, and gradually as the body warms up, many think of why not

jumping into the ocean for a swim, thinking this is tough being that we

are going on a vacation rather than sunbathing.  A few minutes later as

the boat gradually steers close to the dock, passengers waiting by the

dock rush to the vessel much like refugees, and after a few rounds of

pushing and shoving, the entourage of Shiao Ming’s finally boards the

vessel, setting out for the snorkeling trip.

It is conceivable that a majority of people that have been to the

Green Island could attest to the little unpleasant episode described above.

Yet starting now, people don’t have to ensure it any more, for the Coast

Guard eastern district patrol bureau has, under the instruction of bu-

reau chief Lin Hsin-heng, adopted many tourism service amenities in

support of the government’s maritime tourism development policy and

in upholding the administration’s public convenience concept, and has

staged a “Fu Gang, Green Island fishing port traffic order maintenance

seminar inviting the Taitung County Government, the eastern Scenic

Area Management Office, the Hualien Port Authority, the police ad-

Fine routing control has been instilled for the passen-
gers to embark and disembark the vessel

The added awnings are fostering critical acclaims
from the public
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ministration and tourism boat operators, which is presided

by deputy bureau director Huang Hui-hong.  At the meeting,

the participants exchange their opinions for improving the

traffic issue and how best to improve the tourism quality,

and a consensus has been reached after rounds of discussions

covering the followings,

1. The Eastern Coast Guard Bureau will be responsible for

mapping the passenger embarking and disembark-

ing routes.

2. An 18-unit weather awning has been erected at the embarking

dock courtesy of the Eastern Scenic Area’s Management

Office and the Passenger Ship Association.

3. The Taitaung County Government is responsiblefor installing

vehicle control signage and passenger embarking and dis-

embarking routing.

4. The operator is responsible for readying inspection by the

security inspection unit 30 minutes prior to setting sail, and

for facilitating passenger vessel embarking and

disembarking.

5. The Taitung County Police is responsible for manning the

traffic control around the parameters beyond the port area.

With the consensus now enters a tangible development

phase, and will soon be put to tangible implementation.  Yet

prior to the various facilities have been sough by the respon-

sible units, the Eastern Coast Guard Bureau 81st coastline

platoon has recently instilled certain convenience amenities

for the visitors, comprising of the platoon leader Wen Chen-

wei’s spearheading the erecting of visitor awnings, port traf-

fic control directory, embarking/disembarking routes

(disembarking supercedes embarking) among other interim

planning.  At the united efforts of all associated at Jia Lan

fishing port security inspection checkpoint, the port traffic

has gradually improved, where passenger embarking and dis-

embarking the boat is now supported by well-sought rout-

ing control, with designated personnel to facilitate and in-

form the embarking schedule, brining the public with a re-

freshing take on Coast Guard unit’s facilitating and friendly

approach.  If you should happen to call on the Green Island

one day, taking in the convenience amenities around the har-

bor and the friendly directory provided by Coast Guard men,

please do be generous in praising their contributions to pay

tribute to this group of men on duty who dedicate and serve

subtly.

(The author is currently with the 81st Coast Guard platoon)
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A snapshot of eastern Coast Guard Bureau chief Huang Hui-
hong presiding the coordination meeting


